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CAMPAIGNING GUIDES:  

WORKING WITH MEDIA 

 

Working with the media may help you campaign more effectively in your borough and might help to reach out to 

a new audience to let them know about the campaign. But there are some important things you should bear in 

mind when you are preparing contact with the media. This guide will cover these. For any questions, help or 

advice on any of the information in this guide contact us: activism@lcc.org.uk.  

You can find a PDF version of this document and the latestYou can find a PDF version of this document and the latestYou can find a PDF version of this document and the latestYou can find a PDF version of this document and the latest    information on working with Mediainformation on working with Mediainformation on working with Mediainformation on working with Media    on our on our on our on our 

website website website website www.lcc.org.uk/activistwww.lcc.org.uk/activistwww.lcc.org.uk/activistwww.lcc.org.uk/activist----packpackpackpack 

REACTIVE MEDIA RELATIONS 

Reactive media relations are where you respond to events that are happeningrespond to events that are happeningrespond to events that are happeningrespond to events that are happening. For example, a journalist might 

call you and ask for your comment on a cycling fatality in your area or on a redesigned junction. Even though 

you're reacting to events, this is still a key opportunity to influence how the news is reported. A mainstream 

journalist might not have a strong understanding of the policy or circumstances around a cycling story, and your 

conversation with them is an opportunity to put the cyclists' side of the story. If you put it well, you can often 

influence how the story is reported. 

TIP! Be careful what you say.  When having a conversation with a journalist, be careful what you say. Unless 
you specify clearly that the conversation is "off the record", the journalist can report any part of your 

conversation. It's not unusual for a comment to be taken out of context and to sound different in print from how 

you intended. If a journalist calls you and asks for a reaction, don't feel rushed. You're entitled to say you'll either 

call them back or email them a comment. 

TIP! Be careful with leading questions.  Don't let journalists put words in your mouth. Journalists will 
occasionally phrase a question like "Do you think it's unethical for the council to remove this cycle lane?". Think 

about whether this is the actual language you would use. Don't be led by questions into saying what the journalist 

wants you to say. 

TIP! Be patient. Many journalists cycle, but many don't. Many have a good understanding of cycling and 
transport issues, but - again - many don't. Be prepared to speak with journalists and explain our policies in terms 

that non-specialists will understand. Don’t be surprised if journalists show some of the other prejudices seen in 
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London, such as a tendency to blame the victims or to place too much emphasis on helmets/high viz. These are 

common responses to discussions about cycling casualties or cycling infrastructure. Refer to the FAQs for useful 

responses.    

PLAN A MEDIA STRATEGY 

Pro-active media relations involve actively putting your story to the mediaactively putting your story to the mediaactively putting your story to the mediaactively putting your story to the media, creating newscreating newscreating newscreating news. With a little 

planning you'll have more success in getting your message across. Preparation gives you a chance to set the 

agenda, not just respond to events.  

• First of all: you need a clear aimclear aimclear aimclear aim. Why contact the media? What message are you trying to convey? 

Generally an unclear aim results in an unclear message. Don't forget: however complicated the arguments 

for your campaign are you need to keep them simple when using the mainstream media. 

• Now decide who your target audience target audience target audience target audience is.    Who    is your message aimed at? If you know this then you'll 

know which media to contact. You are likely to be coordinating campaigning at a borough level; 

therefore your media work will likely be focused on outlets such as local papers, magazines or radio 

stations.  

• Finally, think about your tacticstacticstacticstactics. What    can you do to get the media to cover the story? You could publish 

a short report or hold a press stunt. Is there a symbolic date, event or location that will add weight to 

your message and make it more interesting to the media?  

CONTACTS LIST 

Think about who is likely to run your story. Make a list of which Make a list of which Make a list of which Make a list of which newsnewsnewsnewspapers, papers, papers, papers, blogs, blogs, blogs, blogs, radio radio radio radio stations stations stations stations and TV and TV and TV and TV 

channels cover your areachannels cover your areachannels cover your areachannels cover your area. Are they sympathetic to your cause? Usually local and regional media are very likely 

to cover activities and news from the local area, and they can have high circulation. So they are worth dealing 

with.  

Trying to pitch a local story to mainstream national newspapers or TV is very difficult. Be realistic about how ‘big’ 

your story is. On the other hand, there are specialist publications that might be interested in local stories: cycling 

magazines, for example, or an education website for a story about schools and cycling; a transport magazine for a 

story about parking at a train station, and so on.  

Compile a list of potentiaCompile a list of potentiaCompile a list of potentiaCompile a list of potential media contactsl media contactsl media contactsl media contacts – It’s very useful to keep a list of contacts (phone numbers and email 

addresses) for local media. Get up to date details for the news desk by ringing them and double-checking their 

phone numbers and email addresses. Read, watch and listen to the local media and ask around to find journalists 

that may be sympathetic – these could be journalists who have covered cycling news previously, or already had 

contact with the Local Group. Make a list with the names of people who cover particular topics, sections of the 

newspaper, or localities and their phone and email addresses.  

Campaigns can attract freelance bloggers, journalists and photographers, who may be sympathetic to the cause. 

They can provide lots of help and advice, so make good use of them. If possible get to know individual reporters - 

if they like and trust you then your stories are more likely to become news. Local bloggers are often willing to 

help local causes if you can convince them you’re working towards the benefit of the local area. So build 

relationships where you can. 

Where to get media contacts 

• Radio-now for details of all radio stations (www.radio-now.co.uk/main.htm)  

• Media UK for details of radio, TV and print media outlets (www.mediauk.com)  
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• GoogleGoogleGoogleGoogle – very useful for finding blogs that cover news in your local area, which can often be hyper-local. 

These are often run by one person, but can get very high traffic. Make contact as soon as possible, 

through their blog if necessary.   

WRITING A PRESS RELEASE 

A Press Release is a short written announcement of a story or event for example, which is sent to the news media, 

in the hope they'll print your story or ask you for an interview. It is a standardised way of communicating with 

journalists. If written well it is more likely they will cover your issue. Journalists get hundreds of press releases 

every day so you need to make sure yours stands out from the crowd.  

Deadlines and timing  

Find out when the newspaper will need to receive your press release in order to feature it. All mainstream and 

specialist media have deadlines - make sure they get your press release in good time. Bloggers are often more 

flexible, and many radio stations have daily shows they need to fill. 

As a rule of thumb for events: for weekly local papers get news releases in several days before the deadline (but 

after the previous issue has come out). For a daily newspaper get your release in by lunch time the day before 

publication. If you're aiming for radio it's best to try to get on the morning or evening news, so time accordingly. A 

press release about a lunchtime event will miss the peak breakfast and mid-morning audiences and may be 

knocked off the news agenda before the 'drive time' evening slot.    

A major event should be press released about two weeks to ten days before (marked 'Forward Planning'), then 

again 2-4 days before. For weekly newspapers and magazines do a press release two weeks before, and then 2-3 

days before the deadline. Giving the media time to plan makes it more likely you'll have a photographer or 

camera crew show up at your event. 

Note that the picture desk often has different deadlines from the news desk, so check this if you are trying to get 

photographic coverage. 

Press release basics 

• 250-500 words 

• Clear subject line/headline 

• Explain as much as you can in the first sentence/paragraph 

• Give your story a human angle – who is affected? Who is demanding change?  

• Include a quote giving your opinion or that of a local person 

• CONTACTS: include your contact details: name/mobile/email, plus contacts for any other people willing 

to speak to the media 

• NOTES FOR EDITORS: Add extra info/links here & info about LCC 

• Include a link to the story on your website, including photos/video 

• Traditionally a press release fitted on one side of A4. –if the journalist needs more information, they’ll 

contact you. This typically means 250-500 hundred words. Less is often more! 

• Use the first paragraph to explain what’s happening, and then subsequent paragraphs to expand.  

TIP! Always explain the story straightaway. If the journo can’t understand your story from the headline 
and first paragraph they often will delete it straightaway. Never hide the meat of your story in paragraph five! 

TIP! Journalists want a human angle to their story. Do you know a local family or individual affected by the 
story? They could be LCC members or someone you’ve met whilst campaigning in the street with a petition or at 

an event. Get the person to agree to speak to the media, and then agree a quote and contact details for them. 
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e.g. Mrs A Johnson, a local resident in Coldbath Street, said, “I’m terrified of letting my children cycle to school 

because I know they’d have to cycle through this horrible junction.” 

TIP! Always include a quote from the local group, because this is where you get to have your say: e.g. Jane 

Smith of Deptford Cyclists said, “The council needs to do X, Y and Z in order to make cycling safe and inviting for 

everyone. If they don’t, local families and schoolchildren will suffer.” Email your news releases directly to your 

whole contact list email, including bloggers, journalists known to cover this sort of news, and news desks. 

TIP! Always fill in email contacts in the BCC field of your email software, so you don’t broadcast your list 
details to everyone. If you get bounce backs, replace or remove the offending email addresses to keep your list up 

to date. 

TIP! When emailing your press release, attach a word document as this is much faster for them to edit, 
cut and paste into the paper.  If you write only as an e-mail, without the attachment, when they cut and paste it, it 

may have all sorts of formatting marks that will have to be laboriously removed. 

TIP! If you're arranging a photo opportunity, send your press release to the picture desk or Picture 
Editor as well as to journalists. Don't forget that journalists have to plough their way through hundreds of news 

releases every day, so make sure yours stands out by having a clear subject line such as: 

“Deptford Cyclists organise protest at major junction calling for “Deptford Cyclists organise protest at major junction calling for “Deptford Cyclists organise protest at major junction calling for “Deptford Cyclists organise protest at major junction calling for safer cycling routes for school kids”safer cycling routes for school kids”safer cycling routes for school kids”safer cycling routes for school kids”    

The subject line will correspond with the headline in your main press release. It’s a good idea to include press 

release content in the body of the email (with minimal formatting) to in case attachments are stripped out. 

Go for a clear and relevant headline, then grab their attention in the first sentence with the main points - always 

include all of the five W's:  

WHO WHAT WHY  WHERE WHEN 

Not necessarily in that order, but do put them all in the first sentence, or atthe first sentence, or atthe first sentence, or atthe first sentence, or at    least the first paragraph,least the first paragraph,least the first paragraph,least the first paragraph, e.g. (who:) 

Local people (when:) today (what:) took action (where:) in the town centre (why:) to make cycling safer for local 

people.  

• After that, keep sentences and paragraphs short - stick to 'hard facts' and avoid opinions or rants.  

• If there are lots of details or links to other articles or photos, then add them at the bottom under 'Notes to 

Editors'.  

• Add a snappy quote or two, for example: have a local high profile person saying "We need space for 

cycling now" and somebody involved in the campaign explaining what your group is doing and why; this 

could be the Campaign Organiser, someone from the Local Group, or an LCC staff member. 

• At the end, in the 'Notes to Editors', write a short paragraph with some background to your group, the 

London Cycling Campaign as well as the specific campaign or activity you are organising. LCC staff can 

help you with this, or the website will have some information you can use www.lcc.org.uk  

• Include your contact numbers on the release - ensure that the person answering the phone is fully 

prepared - do they know the contents of the news release, have some background and know what's 

currently happening? Do they have some lines ready to use? 

• Add details of picture opportunities - give them a time and place along with a short, visual and enticing 

description of what will happen.  
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Press release checklist 

� Stick to the deadline  

� Keep it short  

� Have clever, appropriate, headlines  

� Put key details in first paragraph - the five WWWW's - who, what, where, when and why  

� Use quotes and snappy soundbites  

� Do you need Notes to Editors?  

� Have you got pictures? Will you have photo-opportunities?  

� Ideally email the release, phone to check they received it.  

FOLLOW UP  

Once you’ve emailed your news release, follow it up with a phone call. Journalists are often busy so don’t ramble 

or waste time. Get to the point and SELL your story.Get to the point and SELL your story.Get to the point and SELL your story.Get to the point and SELL your story. Explain the human angle – why it affects people in your 

area.  

Cultivate relationships with journalists Cultivate relationships with journalists Cultivate relationships with journalists Cultivate relationships with journalists ----    if you get a good write up, phone up the journalist and tell them if you get a good write up, phone up the journalist and tell them if you get a good write up, phone up the journalist and tell them if you get a good write up, phone up the journalist and tell them 

that you that you that you that you thought the article was a good piecethought the article was a good piecethought the article was a good piecethought the article was a good piece.... Suggest future items about what your group is doing that they 

might want to cover. Remember to contact them directly the next time you are planning something and invite 

them to a briefing and a photo shoot. 

A negative or bad write up isn't the end of the world. If at all possible phone up the journalist, tell them that you 

were pleased to see an article on your group or action, but that you felt they missed or misunderstood some 

points, and that you'd like to meet them to set the record straight. It's important to be diplomatic and to give them 

the impression that they can get an interesting story out of this (or better: a series of interesting stories). If the 

journalist thinks that you just want to complain, you're not likely to see them again. 

If the story is published online, there is usually a ‘commentscommentscommentscomments’ section underneath. Use this space to ‘correct’ the 

journalist; either as an individual or a member of the LCC group. It’s up to you. This might be a useful space to 

engage other people in debate, if people are putting negative comments or arguments against the campaign. 

If, after trying to talk to a journalist who did a negative write up, you get another negative article from them, look 

for another journalist to talk to. It's rarely worth the effort of complaining to the Press Complaints Commission, 

but you may feel it worthwhile to get lots of people to complain to the paper. Send out another news release as 

soon as possible putting your side of the story across, and write a letter to the Editor, asking them to publish it as 

your 'right to reply'.  

INTERVIEWS 

You mayYou mayYou mayYou may    be asked to give an interview. When this hbe asked to give an interview. When this hbe asked to give an interview. When this hbe asked to give an interview. When this happens it's important to take some timeappens it's important to take some timeappens it's important to take some timeappens it's important to take some time    to prepare to prepare to prepare to prepare 

yourself. yourself. yourself. yourself. After taking a few deep breaths remind yourself of the main arguments and prepare your soundbites 

(see box) so that you're ready for your interview. 

Interviewers often focus on personalities and personal details. They can be more interested in your personal life 

(what they call the human angle) than the details of your campaign.  Remember that improving people’s lives is at 

the heart of our campaign, and be prepared to give examples. 

RADIO AND TV INTERVIEWS 

Radio and TV interviews can seem scarier than a reporter with a notepad. Don't worry about being nervous, it's 

perfectly normal to feel this way. Just make sure you are prepared. Remember, most people talk more quickly 
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when they're nervous, so take a deep breath and try to talk slowly and clearly. Listen to your voice and make sure 

to vary your tone - it needs to match your message. Let your natural enthusiasm come over. A good tip is to talk to 

the interviewer - make eye contact with them. Ignore the microphone or camera.  

TIP! You don’t have to answer the question. Make sure you say your key points whatever you’re asked. 
Don’t let the presenter or journalist dictate the conversation: 

Presenter:Presenter:Presenter:Presenter: “Isn’t the answer to cycling safety stopping people jumping red lights? What is Lewisham Cyclists doing to 

stop cyclists breaking the law?” 

Your reply: Your reply: Your reply: Your reply: “The key to improving cycling safety is providing safer junctions. We know that hundreds of thousands 

more Londoners want to cycle but are terrified of nasty junctions and motor traffic. The council should be designing 

streets that are safe and inviting for everyone to cycle, including the elderly and schoolchildren. That way we’ll create 

a safer, healthier, happier city for everyone.” 

Before being interviewed, ask the researcher/producer whether the presenter cycles themselves, or what they 

think about cycling? They’ll usually be honest, and can warn you if the presenter is hostile, and tell you how 

much time you have to get your point across (one sentence isn’t unusual).  

It's a good idea to watch or listen to the programme you will be appearing on a few times before the interview. 

This will give you an idea of what to expect: is the presenter sympathetic or challenging, perhaps even aggressive 

towards guests? Think of tactics for dealing with his/her style, and practise them with friends.  

Never lose your coolNever lose your coolNever lose your coolNever lose your cool, even with a hostile presenter. Speak confidently, even if you’re reading a few prepared 

lines, and stay calm and polite. 

If you are being criticised for something ("your campaign would affect motorists’ ability to travel freely in their 

area"), turn it round (for example “the measures we are asking for will not only be good for people who cycle now; 

they're also helpful in getting many more people cycling, and are also good for non-cyclists in that they help make our 

neighbourhoods more pleasant and prosperous places for everyone”). 

TIP: In any recorded interview, you can pause to think about how to answer a question - this will be 
edited out. You can also have another go at a question if you make a mistake or aren’t happy with it. Never be 

afraid to ask to answer the same question in a clearer way.  

Get your message heard 

• Keep it simple - think of ideally just one but no more than 3 points that you want to get across. 

Too many points confuse the listener and make the issue sound complicated. 

• Anticipate the questions – what might you be asked and how can you answer in a way that gets 

your key points across? Remember the five W’s! 

• Use repetition – don’t be afraid to say your key points over and over; rephrase them each time.  

• Prepare some soundbites - short, snappy and memorable phrases or sentences that get your 

message across. An advantage of using soundbites is that the media may only use a 4 or 5 second 
clip from the interview. If you say your soundbites then you have a chance of getting your 
message across. For example one could be “we want to see safe space for cycling for Londoners of 
all ages and abilities”. 

• Grouping things in lists of three sounds good in interviews and looks good in print:  

“Creating safer routes for children to cycle to school will benefit children’s health, help the 
environment and reduce the number of cars on the road at peak times” or  “Less driving on the 
school run will not only make the streets safer and nicer for all, but will improve children’s overall 
health and benefit the environment”.  

• If several people from your group are going to be interviewed then agree on a common strategy 
and key points so you don't contradict each other! 
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PHOTOGRAPH AND TV CAMERAS 

Good photos 

Photo shoots and TV coverage can be tricky. The camera operator will often try to get you to do what they think 

will make a good picture. If you are expecting cameras, or have invited them, spend a few minutes thinking about 

shots that would work well, and the kind of things they may ask you to do (and whether you are prepared to do 

them). Be prepared to suggest shots that could be taken. 

Photographers generally go for an impression of multitude i.e. lots of ‘things’ in one place, or lots of people doing 

something. TV cameras also like people and crowds, particularly anything out of the ordinary.  

Be prepared for the cameras NOT to turn up, but you should still shoot your own stills or video for your website 

or to pass on to others. Is there someone in your group with a good camera, or some who’s good at editing that 

could help? Nowadays the media are used to culling photos and video from social media so don’t think your 

images have to be professional standard. Do the best you can! And always remember to post content during And always remember to post content during And always remember to post content during And always remember to post content during 

your event onyour event onyour event onyour event on    social mediasocial mediasocial mediasocial media    (see our Social Media Guide). . . .     

MEDIA STUNTS 

A media stunt is an event created for maximum publicity. The aim is to attract photographers and maybe TV and 

radio, so it helps to be imaginative, visual and possibly audible for radio.  

On the other hand, a few people gathered with a placard outside a town hall or school is still an ‘EVENT’ in the 

eyes of the media. Don’t feel you have to move the Earth, especially with local media. On the other hand, if the 

image presented is clear, simple and directly connected to the issue of concern, then it will be more effective. 

Pictures taken at media stunts often appear without a story, just with a simple caption. So the picture itself must 

tell the story. Keep it simple and focused. Placards or banners strategically placed in the picture help to get the 

message across (particularly if they have a clearly legible website address on them). When writing a press When writing a press When writing a press When writing a press 

release about arelease about arelease about arelease about a    media stunt, put media stunt, put media stunt, put media stunt, put ‘‘‘‘Photo OpportunityPhoto OpportunityPhoto OpportunityPhoto Opportunity’’’’    at the top of the at the top of the at the top of the at the top of the page together withpage together withpage together withpage together with    the time and the time and the time and the time and 

place. place. place. place. Make sure you are ready and set up before the cameras arrive (e.g. tell the journalists to turn up 15 minutes 

after the whole thing is due to start). Have copies of your press release on hand to give to those photographers 

and journalists who turn up, even if you've already sent them one beforehand. 

When doing an action designate a confident person to deal with the mediadesignate a confident person to deal with the mediadesignate a confident person to deal with the mediadesignate a confident person to deal with the media. Do this even if you haven't invited 

any journalists - they might turn up anyway. Refer all media to that person. The media liaison doesn't have to be 

present - they could be on the end of a phone. They should be prepared to make statements and be ready to 

counter any arguments against what you are saying. The media liaison should also be able to email or hand out 

further information. 

OTHER WAYS TO USE THE MEDIA 

Don't rely on news releases and press stunts alone, but consider the following: 

LLLLetters pageetters pageetters pageetters page - writing a letter to the editor can be a good way of getting your view across without it being edited 

too much. Local papers thrive on publishing letters - it saves writing articles and they show they care about local 

viewpoints. 

Your letter should be concise and to the point - a short letter is more likely to be published than a long one. 

Letters referring to something in the previous edition of the paper may also be more likely to be printed. Send the 

letter promptly, e.g. if a weekly paper comes out on Thursday, get the letter to them by the Monday. Most 
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newspapers want a postal address even if you email or fax it. Finally, remember to re-read and check your letter 

before you submit it. Get someone else to proof read it too. 

If there's a lot of letters about something your group is involved in, the paper may well take more notice of your 

news releases, or even approach you for a story. So get your pens out and write lots of letters, and get friends and 

family to write as well! 

Opinion PiecesOpinion PiecesOpinion PiecesOpinion Pieces – Some local newspapers or blogs will have space for comment pieces or ‘guest bloggers’. You 

should search out opportunities like this to get your message across. Some bloggers will appreciate this as it is all 

extra content for their site! 

Radio phoneRadio phoneRadio phoneRadio phone----insinsinsins are another good way of reaching lots of people. Think about what you are going to say before 

you phone in. Write down one to three key points you want to get across and stick to them. Get other members of 

your group, or friends and family to phone in as well - it increases the chances of someone getting on air.  

THINKING LONG TERM 

If you are planning to try for consistent media exposure during your campaign then you should prepare your 

media strategy. As well as asking yourself the questions from the beginning of this briefing (what's your aim, who's 

your target audience, what tactics will you use to gain media coverage?) you should also consider how the whole 

media campaign will develop.  

If you send out press releases regularly you must make sure that each release has a different angle, something 

new: it doesn't have to be completely new - a minor development in the story will suffice. If there's nothing new to 

write about you could simply organise a photo opportunity to highlight a part of your message that hasn't yet 

been reported on. 

THINGS TO CONSIDER 

Always remember that your aims aren't the same as the media. You want to let people know about what is 

happening and why. Publishers want to sell papers and advertising to make profit. Expect your story to be 

stripped down to the most exciting elements and turned into something that makes it ‘newsworthy’. Reasons, 

background and even central facts will often be left out in order to create a ‘better’ story. 

Jargon buster 

• Press Release or Media Release: (Sometimes called News Release) a short written 

announcement sent to the news media, in the hope they'll print your story or ask you for an 
interview. 

• Deadline: The time by which you have to get your news release to the media. 

• Embargo: A time you set before which journalists should not publish information from your 

news release. 

• Photo opportunity or photo shoot: A staged, visual scene set up for the media to photograph or 

film. 

• Notes to the Editor: A section at the end of the news release for non-essential details, e.g. about 
your group, technical details. 

• Soundbite: A phrase which sounds good on radio or TV - often containing three words or ideas 

grouped together. 

• Media Stunt: A stunt designed specifically for the media. 

• Picture Desk / Picture Editor: The staff that allocate photographers to stories.  


